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Usher in the Year of the Dog with auspicious culinary creations at Pan Pacific Singapore, with traditional 
Cantonese delicacies at Hai Tien Lo, sumptuous Chinese New Year buffet at Edge or Japanese-inspired 
Yu Sheng and New Year set menus at Keyaki. 

HAI TIEN LO 
22 Jan to 2 Mar 2018 
Chinese New Year Set Menus from SGD138.80 per diner 
Poon Choy from SG D328 per pot 
Yu Sheng Platters from SG D38 

CHINESE NEW YEAR TAKEAWAY GOODIES 
22 Jan to 2 Mar 2018 
Items from SGD18.80+ 

KEYAKI 
9 Feb to 2 Mar 2018 
Yu Sheng Platters from SGD128 
15 to 17 Feb 2018 
New Year Set Menus from SGD138 per diner 

EDGE 
15 Feb to 2 Mar 2018 
Chinese New Year Buffet from SGD62 

For dining reservations or enquiries, speak with us at +65 6826 8240 
or email celebrate.sin@panpacific.com. Order your takeaway goodies online at pacificmarketplace.sg 

All prices are subject to 10% service charge and applicable Goods & Services Tax, unless otherwise stated. 

Embrace the Pacific 
pan pacific.com 

PAN PACIFIC 
SINGAPORE 

7 Raffles Boulevard, Marina Square, Singapore 039595 Tel: +65 6336 8111 Email: singapore@panpacific.com 

Hotels and Resorts 

Serviced Suites 

Beijing Dhaka Hanoi Jakarta Manila Melbourne Ningbo Perth Seattle Singapore 

Suzhou Tianjin Vancouver Whistler Xiamen Yangon New openings: London (2020) 

Ningbo Singapore Tianjin Xiamen New openings: Johor (2018) Jakarta (2020) 

mailto:celebrate.sin@panpacific.com
pacificmarketplace.sg
mailto:singapore@panpacific.com
http://panpacific.com
https://www.panpacific.com/en/hotels-resorts/singapore/marina/stay/offers/abundant-spring-reunions.html?utm_source=edm&utm_medium=edm&utm_campaign=consolidated%20CNY
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It’s the year of  the Earth Dog, and with it comes all the doggy-related 
marketing spiels you can find. From Baha Men’s “Who Let the Dogs Out” 

references to barking mad paws-perous puns, we’ve seen them all.
 

Still, some have really made good use of  the Dog year to do paw-sitive things. 
We like Honestbee’s #thehuatpatrol, where they’ll be surprising Singaporeans 
with grocery and food deliveries during the festive period; Mandarin Gallery 

and SOSD Singapore’s charity dog adoption drive is a timely reminder to 
give back; while Deliveroo’s hunt for the best homemade pineapple tarts 
in Singapore is great exposure for home-based bakers, where the winner 

of  the contest will actually be able to sell his/her tarts via Deliveroo.
 

Of  course, retailers are also flooding the market with Dog-inspired merch 
that’s just too cute to resist—like the Lucky Puppy Collection by Etude House, 

or Ulysse Nardin’s “Year of  the Dog” Classico Collection timepiece.
 

So let the furkid in you be let loose with this e-guide as your 
compass. And here’s to a flippin Doggo year ahead.

 
Huat ah!

THE DOG DAYS  
ARE HERE



15 Jan - 2 Mar 2018 

This spring, usher in the year of the Dog with lively festivities 

at Millenia Walk. Assemble your pack and bask in the warmth 

of the Lunar New Year. It's going to be a reunion to remember. 

=============- �ii -============= 

Spend$888: 
Sweet Beginnings 
Valid till 15 Feb 

Receive a box of Kueh Lapis from 
Conrad Centennial Singapore• 

@ Spend $228: 
Prosper in Style 
Valid till 15 Feb 

Receive a limited edition Red Pocket 
Set and Mandarin Orange Carrier• 

® I-lave an Abundant 
Feast with I-ISBC 
Valid till 15 Apr 

Feast to your heart's content with 
15% off at participating F&B stores 
for HSBC Cardholders' 

Spend $881 A Spring 
Full of Surprises 
Valid till 2 Mar 

Stand a chance to win at the Reunion 
Lucky Draw•• 

1st Prize Spring Home Makeover 
from �arvey Norman 

(worth $3,000) 

2nd Prize Samsung 55" Ultra HD 4K 
Smart TV (worth $1,899) 

3rd Prize Staycation at Conrad 
Centennial Singapore 
(worth $900) 

Reunion Reunion Dinners: 5 x 
Prize $400 dining vouchers 

from Rokuzen Japanese 
Restaurant 

Complimentary parking with 
$50 spent this festive season 

============== 'ii ============== 

MW Reunion Lunch 
3 Feb, 12pm -3pm 
at the Great Holl 

Spend $50 from 15 to 21 Jon for a 
chance to win a sumptuous 8-course 
Reunion Lunch with us' 

Spring Festival Fair 
4Feb-l4Feb 
at the Great Hall 

Out with the old, in with the new! 
Pick up some festive goodies for 
you & your loved ones at our 
Spring Festival Fair 

============== �ii ============� 

• Maximum of 3 some-day combined original receipts. Limited to 

l redemption per shopper per day. Gifts available doily, while stocks last. 

** lucky Draw up lo 10 chances per shopper per day . 

... Promotions ore valid, while stocks last. Terms and conditions apply. 

t Winners will be notified by 24 Jon 2018. 

MilleniaWalk 

9 Raffles Boulevard, Singapore 039596 m 6883 1122 www.milleniowalk.com Follow us on Focebook fb.com/milleniowolkofficiol Follow us on lnstogram @milleniowolk 

http://www.milleniawalk.com/
http://www.milleniawalk.com
http://fb.com/milleniawalkofficial
http://www.instagram.com/milleniawalk
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AT HOME IN THE KITCHEN
Shang Palace’s Mok Kit Keung is probably Singapore’s friendliest Michelin-

starred Cantonese chef. He takes time off  his busy Chinese New Year schedule 
to share his pet peeves with Amanda Chai about cooking in Singapore, and how 

to turn your CNY reunion dinner into a five-star affair

He’s got two Michelin stars pegged to his name—which 
is why Chef Mok Kit Keung will be spending Chinese 
New Year at work instead of at home with family.

“No choice,” shrugged the 54-year-old Cantonese chef, who 
heads the kitchen at Shangri-La Singapore’s premier Chinese 
restaurant, Shang Palace. “I always eat reunion dinner in office.”

But don’t feel too bad for him. In his 40 years of cooking, Chef Mok 
has long since made accommodations for the Lunar New Year—
arguably his busiest season. “Usually (my family has) reunion dinner 
before Chinese New Year,” he reassures. “Actually at home we eat 
very simply—just one soup, one meat, one fish, and one vegetable.”

The Hong Kong-born chef has a surprisingly tight relationship with the 
culinary scene here. He first started as a kitchen helper at 13 working 
for his uncle, who was a head chef in a local restaurant in Hong Kong. 
At 28, he was introduced to our local Tung Lok Group and invited to 
Singapore, where he ended up working for 19 years, his last position 
being Chef de Cuisine at Marina Bay Sands. In 2011, he was invited back 
to Hong Kong, to head the Shang Palace at Kowloon Shangri-La (KSL). At 
the time, the hotel restaurant had just lost one of its two Michelin stars.

“When I interviewed with the Kowloon General Manager, 
he asked me, ‘可以拉多一粒吗?’ (Can you bring the lost 
star back?),” said Chef Mok. “I said I try lah.”

His modesty was unfounded. Within the year of Chef 
Mok’s arrival, the restaurant recovered its lost star, and 
has maintained a two-Michelin star status till today.

Now he’s back in Singapore, a newly minted citizen 
who’s fully imbibed the local vernacular; ready to 
work his Michelin magic on our local scene.

Ironically, the Shang Palace in Singapore is the first in the whole 
Shangri-La brand—yet has no Michelin stars to its name. Is Chef 
Mok hoping to earn a star for the Shang Palace here then?

“I hope lah,” he said, the ol’ humility surfacing once again. “It’s not easy, 
because every year the auditor is different. So I tell my staff, every guest 
that comes to Shang Palace to dine is a VIP guest; they’re all the boss.”

And even if they don’t happen to be secretly reviewing the food 
for stars, there’s no loss in serving good food. Putting out quality 
plates is Chef Mok’s driving motto. “It’s important that I use my 
heart to do each dish; everything is about doing my best.”

Still, it won’t be easy making it onto the local Michelin Guide’s 
coveted list, which comes out in July this year. Chef Mok 
admits that being in Singapore does have its hindrances. The 
biggest obstacle—a lack of ingredients in local markets.
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When asked what ingredients there are 
in Singapore that are by his standards 
“good quality”, he replied, with slight 
hesitation, “Actually, err, none.”

“In Hong Kong it’s easy to find ingredients 
everywhere, because China is right behind 
and provides many things, many foreign 
items,” he explained, adding that he gets first 
pick of seasonal ingredients when walking 
the markets, especially live fish and seafood.

“Here it’s difficult; there’s only Chinatown, 
and Chinatown [has] no fish already.”

As a result, many of his signature dishes 
on the Shang Palace menu feature 
imported ingredients. His honey glazed 
BBQ pork (or charsiew) uses Iberico pork 
from Spain; the foie gras-stuffed sea 
cucumbers are from Japan, though flown 
in from Hong Kong. They’re imperative 
to the quality of Shang Palace’s dishes.

If it seems bizarre for a Cantonese chef to 
cook with foreign ingredients, consider 
it Chef Mok’s specialty. His time spent 
in Singapore learning and working with 
Western chefs ended up being a definitive 
period in his career; he now enjoys using 
Western ingredients to do traditional dishes.

The unexpected take sits well with 
those looking to taste traditional 
Cantonese cuisine, refreshed. Shang 
Palace’s Chinese New Year dim sum 
menu, for example, serves classics with 

a luxury twist—like soup dumplings 
stuffed with fish maw, Alaskan crab 
meat, and har gao with champagne.

At the end of the day, however, Chef 
Mok stressed that though he strives to 
innovate, he will still stick to traditional 
cooking styles. “Cantonese dishes are 
about keeping the dish the same, no 
matter how many times you cook it,” he 
added. “Traditional is traditional.”

So does he have what he needs to whip 
up a traditional, Michelin-starred menu 
for Chinese New Year feasters? For 
sure, even if it means relying heavily 
on imports. Right now, the only way to 
overcome the ingredients problem is to 
keep sourcing, and looking for quality 
substitutes to replace what he needs.

If there’s any consolation to us, Chef Mok 
says that Singapore “has already improved 
a lot from when [he] was here 20 years ago”. 
His favorite place to get ingredients from 
is upscale supermarket The Marketplace.

“They import good items,” he mused. 
“I can’t change the chicken, but maybe 
I can cook it in another way.”

In any case, a good chef won’t be hindered 
by something as secondary as ingredients. 
After all, great tasting dishes can come 
from the simplest of produce. With 
luck, he’ll be seeing stars this July.

INGREDIENTS:
250g Cod Fish Fillet 
100g Jade Melon 
20g Deep Fried Whitebait 
2g Dried Diced Radish 
1g Minced Garlic 
1g Minced Shallot 
1g Sliced Red Chili 
8g Diced French Bean

SEASONING A:
4g Chill Bean Paste 
3g X.O. Paste 
2g Oyster Sauce 
2g Light Soy Sauce 
1g Dark Soy Sauce 
4g Corn Starch 
Sesame Oil

SEASONING B:
1g Sugar 
1g Salt 
2g Chicken Powder

COOKING METHOD:
1. Heat up oil in the wok, fry jade melon, add 

water and seasoning A and poach it until  
it is cooked.

2. Heat up oil in the wok, pan-fry cod fish 
fillet, add other remaining ingredients and 
seasoning B, add back Jade Melon and Cod 
Fish Fillet.

3. Serve.

CHEF MOK’S TIPS  
TO BALLIN ON A 
BUDGET THIS CNY

We can’t all have ready access to iberico pork, 
but thankfully, there are many ways to make a 
homemade reunion dinner exceptional. Chef 
Mok recommends using specific ingredients 
where appropriate to spice up your dishes—
like beancurd sauce, sugarcane cubes, chicken 
powder, and especially ci gu (arrowhead), 
available only during Chinese New Year.

For a Chef Mok-approved recipe, read below:
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SEEING RED
Doll up in these CNY and spring season capsule 

collections appropriate for work and play

1. Mandarin Collar Fit & Flare Dress 
from Zalora, $59.9, www.zalora.sg

2. Printed Faux Leather Biker Jacket 
from Something Borrowed, $59.90, 
www.zalora.sg

3. Chihuahua Print Shirt from 
Topshop, $76.90, Topshop stores

4. Turn-lock Shoulder Bag from Pazzion, 
$69, Pazzion stores and www.pazzion.com

5. ALEESHA sandal from 
Giuseppe Zanotti, $1,550, 
Giuseppe Zanotti boutique store

6. Sasha Flippy Shorts from Topshop, 
$56.90, Topshop stores

1.

4.

5.

6.

2.

3.
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http://www.zalora.sg 
http://www.zalora.sg
http:// www.pazzion.com
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7. Double Layer Maxi Romper from 
Zalora, $49.90, www.zalora.sg

8. Cap from H&M, $17.95,  
H&M stores and www.hm.com

9. UNIQLO x Marimekko Graphic T-shirt, 
$19.90, Uniqlo stores 
*only avilable from 30 Mar

10. Sweatshirt from H&M, $24.95, 
H&M stores and www.hm.com

11. UNIQLO x Marimekko Wide  
Cropped Pants, $49.90, Uniqlo stores 
*only avilable from 30 Mar

12. Petite Floral Mini Skirt from  
Topshop, $66.90, Topshop stores

13. Glossy Buckle Ballerinas from 
Pazzion, $79, Pazzion stores and  
www.pazzion.com

7. 8.

10.

9.

11.

13.

12.

http:// www.zalora.sg 
http://www.hm.com 
http://www.hm.com 
http://www.pazzion.com
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GOODY GOODY
With cookies, tarts, bak kwa and countless other goodies coming fresh out of  the oven 

and grill, there’s no reason to keep to your diet plans this season. It’s cheat day, every day. 
Here’s a categorical guide to making those calorie gains worth ingesting.

PINEAPPLE TARTS

THE PINE GARDEN
Come for the seasonal goodies but be warned that you might 
be unable to resist spending on their old-school cakes too.

Handmade Pineapple Tarts ($28.60). Yuzu Pineapple Roll 
($30.50). Pineapple Tarts Roll ($26.30). Purchase at 529 Ang 
Mo Kio Ave 10 #01-2369 and #01-2329; AMK Hub #01-
11; Compass One #B1-39; and Northpoint #B2-01

BAKER’S WELL
Well, this is probably one our favorite range of pineapple tarts 
in Singapore. Added points for creativity and freshness.

Juicy Pineapple Tarts ($22). Juicy Pineapple Pillows ($29). Nyonya Apple 
Shape Pineapple Tarts ($25). Juicy Pineapple Tarts with  
Cheese ($39). Purchase at 35 East Coast Rd

COLONY BAKERY
These are handcrafted by the hotel’s pastry chefs before being 
made exclusively available at their in-house bakery.

Pineapple Tarts ($38). Pineapple Balls ($42). Purchase at 3/F 
The Ritz-Carlton Millenia Singapore, 7 Raffles Ave

THYE MOH CHAN
We know them for their Teochew pastries, but their take on the 
classic pineapple tart is a gula melaka treat we can’t resist.

Gula Melaka Pineapple Pastry ($18.80). Purchase at 
Paragon #B1-11/12 and Chinatown Point #01-45/46

BUTTER STUDIO
They’ve managed to nail the modern take on a traditional favorite 
yet keep to a home baking style that all will appreciate.

Traditional Pineapple Tarts ($29.80). Parmesan Pineapple 
Tarts ($29.80). Espresso Pineapple Tarts ($29.80). Purchase at 
3/F The Ritz-Carlton Millenia Singapore, 7 Raffles Ave

HARRIANNS
While better known for their nyonya kuehs, the same quality 
dedication is applied to their rich and moist pineapple tarts.

Open Pineapple Tarts ($23.90). Closed Pineapple Tarts 
($23.90). Purchase at www.harrianns.com

Of  all the Lunar New Year goodies available, the pineapple tart reigns supreme. 
This most popular (and probably most sinful) of  all CNY treats come in 
many shapes—balls, pillows, open-faced, you name it. But whatever form 
it manifests itself  in, the buttery, thick jam-filled pastry is one we can’t live 
without. Get it at these places.

Colony Bakery

Baker’s Well

Thye Mo Chan

http://www.harrianns.com


https://www.parkroyalhotels.com/en/hotels-resorts/singapore/beach-road/stay/offers/celebrate-new-beginnings-at-ginger.html
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FANCY DELIGHT
While also better known for something else 
(egg tarts, to be specific), they still produce 
one of the best pineapple tarts around.

Pineapple Tarts ($20.90). Pineapple Ball 
($21.90). Pineapple Milk Ball ($21.90). 
Purchase at www.fancydelight.com.sg

OLD SENG CHOONG
The heritage brand have just opened 
their first retail store so you can more 
conveniently enjoy their yummy 

takes on the classic pineapple tart.

Original Pineapple Tarts ($24.80). Yuzu 
Pineapple Tarts ($26.80). Bakwa Pineapple 
Tarts ($28.80). Orange Peel Pineapple Tarts 
($28.80). Spicy Nonya Pineapple Tarts ($26.80). 
Purchase at Clarke Quay Central #01-48

BAKERZIN
They may be a cafe chain, but the 
homegrown brand has managed to dish 
out consistently good confectionary 
thanks to an excellent pastry team.

Golden Ingot Original Pineapple Tarts 
($23.80). XO Golden Pillow Pineapple Tarts 
($32). Assorted Pineapple Tarts ($23.80). 
Purchase at www.bakerzin.com

GIN THYE
In operation since 1964, this traditional local 
bakery chain offers some of the richest, yet 
not cloyingly-sweet pineapple tarts around. 

Pineapple Tart Round ($18). Pineapple 
Tart Flower ($18). Pineapple Tart Roll 
($18). Purchase at www.ginthye.com

LIM CHEE GUAN
This bak kwa institution never fails to deliver unto us succulent,  
smoky barbecued meat—and long queues to go along with it.

Signature Sliced Pork ($54 for 1kg). Purchase at 203 New Bridge Rd.; 
People’s Park Complex #01-25; and ION Orchard #B4-37

CHAI HO SATAY & DRIED PORK
They dish out some of the best satay during off-season and when  
CNY comes around, becomes a hotbed for westies to get bak kwa.

Sliced Barbecue Pork ($42 for 1kg).  Purchase at 448 Clementi  
Ave. 3 #01-10

SUPERNATURE
This is one for the health conscious. Bak kwa made with free-range 
Australian pork? Why not.

Free-Range Bak Kwa ($88 for 1kg). Purchase at Forum The Shopping 
Mall #B1-05/09

SANG HOCK GUAN DRIED & MINCED PORK
Keeping it old-school has kept old customers loyal and new ones 
curious. Some have even named their bak kwa the best in town.

Minced Pork Bak Kwa ($52 for 1kg). Purchase at Block 163  
Ang Mo Kio Avenue 4 #01-446

Otherwise known as rou gan, this 
Chinese meat jerky is another 
staple in the roster of  CNY goodies. 
Both sweet and salty at the same 
time, the barbequed meat is most 
traditionally served in large 
squares (that makes it rather hard 
to consume actually), but in more 
recent times now come in coin, strip 
(like bacon) and triangle shapes.

BAK KWA

Old Seng ChoongBakerzin

http://www.fancydelight.com.sg
http://www.bakerzin.com
http://www.ginthye.com
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GOLDEN DUCK CO.
Just for CNY, they’ve launched special 
edition gold packagings still filled with 
their addictive salted egg snacks.

Gourmet Salted Egg Yolk Fish Skin ($7). 
Gourmet Salted Egg Yolk Potato Crisps ($7).  
Purchase at order.tgdsingapore.com

SIANTAN FRENZIES
It’s as if they knew everyone would go into a 
frenzy for more of their snacks once they’ve 
tried it once—and boy, they’re right.

Salted Egg Fish Crisps ($14). Salted Egg 
Potato Crisps ($14). Salted Egg Yam 
Crisps ($14). Salted Egg Tapioca Crisps 
($14). Purchase at www.siantanfrenzies.
wixsite.com/frenziessnacks

PACIFIC CRISPY FISH SKIN
Flavoursome and sweet salted egg 
yolk snacks that are halal to boot. Also 
good when tossed with yu sheng.

Pacific Salted Egg Crispy Fish Skin ($7). 
Purchase at www.causewaypacific.sg

AUNTY ESTHER’S
The newcomer has won the hearts of many. 
Every packet of their delicious snack is 
handmade to delicious perfection.

Salted Egg Fish Skin ($8.80). Salted 
Egg Potato Crisps ($8.80). Purchase 
at www.auntyesthers.com

The uncontrollable salted egg yolk 
trend is not going away and perhaps 
that’s for the better. Many snack 
brands have spawned from the 
upsurge in demand for the traditional 
sauce and have been lacing it onto 
chips, fish skins and cookies alike. 
We’re not complaining.

SALTED EGG SNACKS

Golden Duck Co.

Is it just us or is this traditional CNY pastry becoming harder and harder to 
find? We sure hope it’s the former, because the sticky glutinous rice cake is 
hella good. It’s chewy, sweet and can be found in so many variations; whether 
pan fried, steamed or eaten like a savoury dish. Here are some we found to be 
utterly delectable.

NIAN GAO

Golden Nian Gao Tart with Yam

FORECOURT STALL
The popular sticky tarts are created 
by the hotel’s chefs and the attention 
to balance and taste is impeccable. 
You’ll find one box isn’t enough.

Golden Nian Gao Tart with Cempedak ($32 
for 8 pieces). Golden Nian Gao Tart with Yam 
($28 for 8 pieces). Purchase at 1/F Singapore 
Marriott Tang Plaza Hotel, 320 Orchard Rd

TAI CHONG KOK
Get steamed nian gao the way it’s 
traditionally made (through hours of 
hard work) at this Chinatown stalwart.

Nian Gao (from $6.50). Purchase at 34 Sago St

http://order.tgdsingapore.com
http://www.siantanfrenzies.wixsite.com/frenziessnacks
http://www.siantanfrenzies.wixsite.com/frenziessnacks
http://www.causewaypacific.sg
http://www.auntyesthers.com
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COOKIES

DEAN & DELUCA
Get em by the tin or as part of a larger gift 
basket at this gourmet grocer that is throwing 
in other delectables ranging from teas to wine.

Dean & Deluca Almond Cookies ($19). Dean & 
Deluca Osmanthus Cookies ($19). Purchase at 
www.deandeluca.com.sg

SPATULA & WHISK
This is where cookie dreams are made. While 
their kopi chocolate and gula melaka coconut 
flavours are perennially addictive, their 
festive ones are looking mighty good too.

Bakkwa Cookies ($18.80). Charcoal 
Sesame Cookies ($14.80). Purchase at 
spatulaandwhisk.com

THE BAKER HAUS
Get these handcrafted cookies while you can 
at their pop-up booths around town. Follow 
them on social media to find out where.

Salted Egg Almond Cookies ($30). Green Peas 
Cookies ($25). Blueberry Cheddar Cheese 
Cookies ($28). Three Layers White Cloudy 
Cookies ($30). Sambal Chicken Floss Cookies 
($30). Traditional Butter Cookies ($22). 
Purchase at www.fb.com/tbhcookies

KELE
Yes, their pineapple tarts are known to be 
some of the best in town, but so are their other 
bakes—nothing fancy, just really good.

Macadamia Nut Cookies ($21.40). 
Grandparents Almond Cookies ($17.80). 
Caramel Oat Cookies ($17.80). Purchase at 
www.kele.sg

No, we’re not talking about the average chocolate chip cookie you can get any 
time of  the year. When CNY comes around, bakers start dishing out some 
of  the most creative flat-baked goods you can find. Here are some that have 
caught our attention.

Spatula & Whisk 

Dean & Deluca

The Baker Haus

Kele

http://www.deandeluca.com.sg
http://spatulaandwhisk.com 
http://www.fb.com/tbhcookies
http://www.kele.sg
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IN ABUNDANCE
A family that eats together, stays together. Gather round at these restaurants 

for a celebratory reunion dinner overflowing with goodness.

J65, HOTEL JEN TANGLIN SPONSORED

Whip up your very own customized yu sheng with the freshest seafood 
on ice, feast on a hot pot mix of lobsters, prawns and mussels, plus much 
more in J65’s buffet line. If that’s not enough, come on over on weekends 
as dishes like French Oysters, Boston Lobster and snow crab take it to 
the next level. Be sure to save space for their delectable desserts too, 
which includes Pan Fried Nian Gao just for this season. Feb 1–28,  
$31-$98 per person

BABA CHEWS, HOTEL INDIGO  
SINGAPORE KATONG
Proudly offering a festive menu of Straits Chinese proportions is a set 
lunch and dinner feast every eastie will appreciate. Expect a mesh of 
modern and traditional cuisines such as the Baba Salmon Yusheng that 
has pineapple chunks and cornflakes thrown in for good measure, and 
items like Pork Knuckle Pongteh topped with CNY-appropriate Fatt 
Choy. Feb 15-Mar 2, $48-$88 per person with minimum booking of 
two persons

JIANG-NAN CHUN, FOUR  
SEASONS HOTEL SINGAPORE
Known for their tasteful opulence (like their amazing Peking duck with 
caviar), expect the same indulgence afforded to their CNY course menus 

with dishes like lobster, salmon and surf clams yu sheng; braised ee fu 
noodles with crab meat; and double boiled bird’s nest soup with fish 
maw, among many other equally luxurious items. Feb 1-Mar 2, $108-
$218 per person

CHERRY GARDEN, MANDARIN  
ORIENTAL SINGAPORE
It may have a new coat of paint after its recent revamp, but Cherry 
Garden is still serving up the same traditional Cantonese cuisine we 
know and love. Dine on course menus with dishes like a massive 25kg 
bowl of pen cai, pan fried A4 wagyu beef with vegetables and steamed 
red garoupa fillet with pickled chillies. Pair your meal with a wide range 
of Chinese teas. Feb 1-Mar 2, $128-$288

LIME, PARKROYAL ON PICKERING 
Putting a modern spin on the usual Lunar New Year offerings is 
everyone’s favorite buffet restaurant Lime. Try unique dishes like the 
Pink Peppercorn brined Salmon Fillet, Garlic Roasted Lamb Chop with 
Mongolian Sauce and Peking Duck with Hoisin Sauce Pizza, as well as 
desserts such as Pan-Fried Nian Gao, Durian Pengat and the Orange 
Chocolate Fondue Fountain that will undoubtedly be an Instagram hit.
Feb 2-14 and Feb 19-Mar 1, $60-$82; Feb 15-18 and Mar 2

Ah Hoi’s Kitchen, Hotel Jen Tanglin Cherry Garden, Mandarin Oriental Singapore

Jiang-Nan Chun, Four Seasons Hotel Singapore

https://www.hoteljen.com
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GINGER, PARKROYAL ON BEACH ROAD SPONSORED

For an intimate reunion dinner buffet, head on over to Ginger and enjoy 
a complimentary serving of ProsperityTrio—an ensemble of Ginger’s 
signature Prosperity Lo Hei with Boston Lobsters, Wok Fried Lobsters 
in superior stock and Braised Sea Treasures of baby abalone, fresh 
scallops, fish maw and wawa vegetables. Feb 5-Mar 2, $48-$68 (lunch) 
and $78-$98 (dinner) per diner

MILLENIA WALK SPONSORED

If you’re finding a casual venue for a yu sheng toss and dinner after, 
there’s plenty of restaurants to choose from at Millenia Walk. Try 
elemen’s Prosperity Truffle Yu Sheng that’s sure to be a hit with the 
younger ones, Rakuzen’s Create your own Yu Sheng for a DIY delight, 
and Plentyfull’s Blossom Yu Sheng with cured Yellowtail Hamachi 
topped with pineapple and Thai ginger dressing for a refreshing twist. 
Various dates and prices. See website for details.

GOURMET CAROUSEL, ROYAL PLAZA ON SCOTTS
Adding to the already vast spread at Gourmet Carousel’s buffet line 
this Lunar New Year are a selection of enticing items including Lobster 
Claw and Dried Scallop Crisps; Steamed Grouper with Seafood Mousse 
and Spicy Sour Plum Sauce; and Wok-fried Prawns with Chinese 
Lemongrass Glaze. But you’ll first want to toss to good fortunes with 
their fruity-good Rhapsody of Pineapple Yu Sheng. Feb 15-17, $48-$98 
inclusive of free Salmon Yu Sheng

LATEST RECIPE, LE MERIDIEN SINGAPORE
Choose between set menus or buffets filled with delectable CNY eats 
like stir-fried chicken with honey rock sugar, braised sea cucumber 
with mushrooms, steamed sea bass, salted egg prawns, and much more. 
Save space for the traditional sweet treats like deep-fried nian gao and 
red bean pancake. Feb 16-Mar 2, $48-$58 per person with minimum 
booking of two persons for set menus, $88 for buffet from Feb 15-17

AH HOI’S KITCHEN, HOTEL JEN TANGLIN
For the whole month of February, enjoy a celebratory set menu designed 
to bring back nostalgic memories as you dine on dishes like crab meat 
with fish maw soup, Hong Kong style steamed sea bass, tiger prawns 
in chilli crab sauce, champagne pork ribs and more. Still not satisfied? 
Complement your meal with a generous claypot of Ah Hoi’s Fortune Pen 
Cai ($248). Feb 1-28, $388-$688 for a table of 10

YAN
It’s a feast fit for a banquet over at this National Gallery restaurant. 
Start with their special yellowtail fish yu sheng that’s chock-full of 
crispy fried vermicelli, before moving onto their signature crispy 
roast suckling pig served three ways—skin on homemade pancake, 
a platter of carved shoulder pieces, and oven baked pork fillets with 
lemongrass—among other festive favourites. Feb 1-Mar 3, $118-$268 
per person with minimum seating required

PARK HOTEL CLARKE QUAY SPONSORED

Indulge in Oriental and Cantonese classic favorites with a modern 
twist comprising six, seven and eight-course menus, featuring Steamed 
Whole Red Garoupa in Superior Light Soy Sauce, Superior Braised 
Shark’s Fin Soup with Crab Meat, and Homemade Stuffed Crab Claw. 
Be sure to start your meal off with a prosperous toss of the Ultimate 
Success Premium Abalone Yu Sheng. Feb 8-Mar 2, $338 for four-five 
diners, $628 for nine-10 diners, inclusive of free-flow red date tea and 
soft drinks

MYO RESTOBAR
Newly opened Myo Restobar (from the same people behind Chinese 
cuisine stalwart Kia Hiang) is the place to be to pair your festive eating 
with a round or two of craft beers on tap. The famed Kia Hiang Claypot 
Spring Chicken is one of the many dishes included in the set menus, as 
well as other tantalizing eats like chicken feet in abalone sauce, flaky 
beef pastry and the actually healthy walnut buns. Feb 1-Mar 2, $148-
$888 for tables of between four to 10

Park Hotel Clarke Quay

Ginger, Parkroyal on Beach Road

Yan

https://www.parkroyalhotels.com/en/hotels-resorts/singapore/beach-road/stay/offers/celebrate-new-beginnings-at-ginger.html
http://www.milleniawalk.com/
http://www.parkhotelgroup.com/clarkequay


 
J65 

Prosperity 
Lo Hei Buffet

J65
Hotel Jen Tanglin Singapore | J65 | 6831 4374 
Prices are subject to 7% government tax and 10% service charge.
Find out more on www.hoteljen.com/bookj65.

Enjoy discount

up to 25%!
Valid until 28 Feb 2018

Terms and Condition apply.

Toss to a year of success 
with the best dishes in town from Do-It-Yourself Lo Hei 
Yu Sheng, Fresh Seafood on Ice, Prosperity Seafood 
Hot Pot, Chef’s Signature Braised Pork Knuckle with 
Jade Abalone, Wok Fried Glutinous Rice with Chinese 
Sausage and Yam, Pan Fried Nian Gao and more.

Lunch Dinner 
1 - 28 February 2018 SGD 31 SGD 55/65
15 February 2018 SGD 31 SGD 98
16 - 18 February 2018 SGD 48 SGD 78

https://www.hoteljen.com
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Mitzo, Grand Park Orchard

Seoul Yummy

Wan Hao, Singapore Marriott

STRAITS CAFÉ 
Feast on all your favourite Straits fare like nyonya laksa, popiah and 
kueh pie tee, plus premium CNY-only eats such as double-boiled chicken 
abalone soup and pen cai. Located conveniently within Rendezvous 
Hotel Singapore, be sure to leave space for the delectable spread of local 
durian desserts such as Durian Pengat, Durian crepes and Durian puffs. 
Reserve for 20 people and above to enjoy complimentary yu sheng.  
Feb 2-Mar 2, $42-$78

SEOUL YUMMY
For CNY eats with a Korean touch, the Seoul Yummy chain of 
restaurants’ the place to be. Go a la carte and get their Wang Wang Yu 
Sheng ($28.80) that includes kimchi slices in the mix, or get the Korean 
Pen Cai Stew ($88.80) that has all the usual good stuff plus ginseng 
chicken, glass noodles and more. For a fuller meal, opt for their set 
menus instead. Jan 9-Feb 28, $118-$138 for tables of three to six

HAI TIEN LO, PAN PACIFIC SINGAPORE SPONSORED

A sumptuous Cantonese meal awaits at the award-winning Hai Tien 
Lo. Choose from a range of set menus that features comfort nosh like 
stir-fried carrot cake with crab meat and homemade XO chilli sauce; 
stewed ee-fu noodles with shredded abalone, dried scallops and pearl 
mushrooms; as well as decadent CNY classics like braised whole abalone 
with sea cucumber. Jan 22-Mar 2, from $138 per diner

FOLKLORE
A tok panjang Peranakan feast awaits the coming of spring at Folklore, 
found within Destination Singapore Beach Road. Expect a full spread 
of dishes including Peranakan prawn salad, bakwan kepiting, kueh pie 
tee and babi pongteh, all inspired by the recipes Chef Damian D’Silva 
learned from his maternal grandmother. Feb 15-Mar 2, $18.80 (lunch) 
and $68 (dinner) per person

WAN HAO, SINGAPORE MARRIOTT  
TANG PLAZA HOTEL
The culinary skill of Wan Hao’s award-winning chef is evident in their 
festive set menu. Must-trys include the surprisingly refreshing deep-
fried lobster with yuzu mayo, the simple but utterly delicious steamed 
red garoupa with celery sauce, and the not-to-be-missed Wan Hao 
signature crispy chicken. Come with a big group. Jan 16-Mar 2,  
various prices.

THE KITCHEN TABLE, W SINGAPORE SPONSORED

Relish in the carefully curated ‘Home is where the Heart is’ festive feast, 
featuring a selection of barbecued meats that includes Dong Po stewed 
pork shoulder in spicy sweet sauce and marinated Five Spice beef shank, 
among other exquisite selections of the finest Chinese dishes. It’s never 
complete without the customary Yu Sheng for a prosperous toss, and 
you can even opt for the Abalone Yu Sheng (from $84 per diner) for a 
touch of good fortune. Feb 12-22, $88 per diner

MITZO, GRAND PARK ORCHARD
For a boozy CNY course meal, look no further than this modern 
Cantonese restaurant and bar. Dine on dishes like the spectacular 
kanpachi king fish yu sheng, pen cai with duck or lobster, truffle ee 
fu noodles with lobster claw, and more. But be sure to pair them with 
festive cocktails from Mitzo bar like the Twist of Tradition—a refreshing 
gin-based brew served within a claypot. Feb 1-28, $108 per person with 
minimum booking of two persons, or $498-$1,588 for tables of four to 
eight persons

https://www.panpacific.com/en/hotels-resorts/singapore/marina/stay/offers/abundant-spring-reunions.html?utm_source=edm&utm_medium=edm&utm_campaign=consolidated%20CNY


Enjoy up to 15% savings 
on our menus and 
complimentary upgrade 
to premium yu sheng 
toss with selected 
credit cards

RESERVATIONS  Tel: 6593 8825/59 | Email: bqt.phcq@parkhotelgroup.com
Prices are quoted in Singapore Dollars and are subject to 10% service charge and 7% GST.

http://www.parkhotelgroup.com/clarkequay
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MAN FU YUAN, INTERCONTINENTAL SINGAPORE
Handcrafted festive menus with dishes like tea-smoked duck with dang 
gui, braised ee fu noodles with scallops, whole suckling pig and nian gao 
pastry take centerstage at this luxurious, traditional Chinese restaurant. 
Complete the celebrations with a prosperous toss with their upscaled yu 
sheng filled with ingredients like Hokkaido scallops, fresh salmon slices 
and more. Feb 1-Mar 2, from $128 per guest

THE CARVERY, PARK HOTEL  
ALEXANDRA 
Meat lovers, this one’s for you. Kick off with the meaty Pulled Pork Lohei 
($38.80) that is equal parts savoury and sweet thanks to the slow-roasted 
pork and fruits in the mix. Then feast on a delish all-you-can-eat spread 
of roasts like the sticky-sweet Marmite pork OP Rib, juicy Kumquat 
Chicken and sizzling Szechuan Spiced Roast Leg of Lamb that are made 
specially available only during this festive season. Jan 22-Mar 2, $46-
$68.80 per diner

PRIMA TOWER REVOLVING RESTAURANT
Prima is offering set menus that centers around festive classics. The icon 
of authentic Beijing cuisine and one of only two revolving restaurants 
in Singapore is serving dishes like braised sharks fin soup with seafood, 
sauteed longevity noodle and Peking style pen cai. Finish on a sweet 
note with equally traditional desserts like nian gao and yam cake. Jan 
17-Mar 2, $488-$2388 for tables of six to 10

KATONG KITCHEN 
Come for the Lunar New Year specials like crayfish in chilli crab sauce 
and herbal chicken at this Katong mainstay, and stay on for the timeless 
classics like ayam buah keluak, black pepper crayfish and an assortment 
of kueh kueh available at the buffet line that will definitely leave you 
satisfied. Reserve for 20 people and above to enjoy complimentary yu 
sheng. Feb 2-Mar 2, $38-$68

XIN CUISINE, HOLIDAY INN ATRIUM
You can rely on Xin Cuisine for CNY courses that are satisfyingly 
good yet light on the wallet. For lunch, expect dim sums like seafood 
dumpling with foie gras and steamed pork dumpling with truffle to 
come into the picture, while a range of pen cais filled with abalone, fish 
maw, scallops and more are available for all dine-in meals. Jan 12-Mar 3, 
various prices

SALTWATER CAFE 
This halal restaurant tucked away in a cosy corner of Singapore is 
perfect for easties to get to. Enjoy a buffet spread of fresh seafood, carved 
meats and, on the weekend dinners, items from their live barbeque 
station, as you also feast on CNY specials like braised oxtail with black 
vinegar soya sauce and char siew lamb rack. Reserve for 20 people and 
above to enjoy complimentary yu sheng. Feb 2-Mar 2, $38-$68

SONG OF INDIA
Tired of Chinese food this CNY? Head over to Song of India for an a la 
carte festive menu that includes CNY-appropriate dishes like Multani 
Clay Duck ($68) and Multani Clay Chicken ($58), and even their own 
special yu sheng ($38) served with an Indian twist. Complete the 
experience with a lavish buffet spread and live station dishing out Song 
of India favorites such as black cod biryani, grouper fish curry and mahi 
fish tikka. Feb 16-18, $46.90

THE SUMMERHOUSE
Produce fresh from the restaurant’s own edible garden, local kelongs 
and Malaysian growers are coming to The Summerhouse’s course menu 
this CNY, where items like paper bag baked sea bass and steamed free-
range French poulet take centerstage. Be sure to try their sustainably 
sourced Farmers’ Yusheng ($15) too. Feb 16-Mar 3, $70 per person

Prima Tower Revolving Restaurant

Xin Cuisine, Holiday Inn AtriumMan Fu Yuan, Intercontinental Singapore



daily

http://eepurl.com/cmXmor
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HOROSCOPE SIGNS 2018
Your fortunes told in one handy guide, according to consultant, author and 

renowned expert in Chinese astrology, Joey Yap

DOG
It may be the year of the Doggo, but those 
born under the sign of the Dog are set for 
a challenging year ahead. Yap cautions 
against frivolous spending and to focus on 
saving more. At work, pressure and harsh 
superiors can result in productivity decrease. 
But still, it is unwise to change jobs this 
year. Instead, choose to stay determined. 
On the love front, there is little luck for 
those who are single, and those with a 
partner need to work hard to stay bonded.

RAT
It’s a smooth sailing year for Rats, especially 
for the intellectual ones. Expect your fortunes 
to increase, and an enhanced ability to learn. 
Consider picking up new skills, improving 
current ones, or even enrolling in courses 
(time to make good use of your SkillsFuture 
credits)! Academicians, scholars and students 
will especially benefit from this powerful 
boost. Just tide over the rocky start at the 
beginning of the year and you’ll do just fine.

PIG
Piggies, you’ll have it good this year. 2018 is  
a great time to showcase your capabilities  
and earn that career advancement and 
business development you’ve been eyeing 
for. You’ll find it easy to make alliances at 
work, and as long as you’re careful, you’ll 
likely enjoy a surge in wealth. As if that’s not 
enough, you’ll also be the life of the party 
at many gatherings. So network away, but 
be sure to give yourself some alone time to 
recharge and replenish.

OX
Expect a year of financial gain you lucky 
Oxens. Yap suggests being open to new 
opportunities where possible, especially 
if you’re working in female-dominated 
industries. But remember to not indulge 
in excess without keeping your ego in 
check. When around colleagues, maintain 
composure and work hard—you’ll gain their 
respect and support. If you’re single, socialize 
more and you just might find the right one.

TIGER
The lucky stars will shine upon you, only 
if you know how to play your cards right. 
Caution is advised for Tigers as rumours 
being spread about you may lead to 
misunderstandings with those important to 
you. If you’re careful, be diligent and practice 
sound planning, you can expect a boost in 
your work life and finances. Consider doing 
charity and and taking up a team sport to stay 
healthy.

RABBIT
Abundance of love, generosity from kind 
people and mentors willing to guide you to 
success—Rabbits have it good with others 
this year. Many doors will open for you, at 
work or if finding a new job, but don’t let that 
distract you too much from your dearest 
ones. Pay more attention to them and avoid 
engaging in outside flings. If there have been 
past hurts, this is the year for reconciliation 
with peace-making opportunities aplenty.
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For a more detailed analysis of  your fortunes, go to www.joeyyap.com

HORSE
Gallop full speed ahead as you’ll find nothing 
but success this year, thanks to the many 
supportive people you’ll be surrounded by. It’s 
an opportune time to accumulate wealth and 
chances are you’ll get that pay raise and bonus 
you wanted. Just avoid impulsive decisions if 
making any investment plans. Couples should 
get married this year to boost companionship 
strength, and singles should confidently 
profess their love to those they admire. 

SNAKE
While generally a good year, expect the 
unexpected and you’ll do fine. Be dynamic 
and expect change. If you adapt well—such as 
shifting careers or positions in a company—
and stabilize fast, you’ll be able to reap gains 
and advance, especially as you slither into the 
later part of the year. It’s also a good time for 
those who are single to search for potential 
partners, but those already married should 
remain faithful, lest extramarital affairs 
cause an irreparable breakdown.

DRAGON
After a solid 2017, this will be a challenging 
one for Dragons. Financial loss seems 
inevitable, but sufficient planning can help 
you not just tide over, but turn setbacks 
into opportunities. While work pressures 
may weigh on you, try to think positively, 
stay humble and not change careers. On the 
relationship front, those who are single will 
likely stay that way. Those attached however, 
will need to be more considerate of each other 
in order to stave off heated arguments.

GOAT
Overall a good year with some minor setbacks 
for you Goats. They may be some tribulations 
happening in your life, but there will be 
enough help and opportunities for you to 
overcome them. At work, display your talents 
as that’ll lead to success. Difficulty may come 
in the form of malicious lies and existing 
conflicts with others, but Yap suggests 
ignoring them and focusing on work instead. 
Ladies will have weak love prospects this year 
whereas men should mingle more. 

MONKEY
It’s a trying year for you so try not to monkey 
around too much. In both work and personal 
lives, a positive mindset is key to overcoming 
trying times. Expect a stream of obstacles 
at work including difficult superiors and 
deadline challenges. It’ll also be wise to plan 
your finances well and avoid overspending. 
Singles will find little luck this year, while 
couples should aid each other’s health by 
exercising together, for instance.

ROOSTER
An eventful 2017 might have left you 
exhausted, so this year’s the year for a 
breather. Still, expect a huge workload in 
your career to keep you thoroughly occupied, 
but don’t allow anxiety to take over. In fact, 
you’ll benefit well from side incomes this 
year. In love, both cocks and hens will find 
great success. Singles will find luck from 
their social circles, couples should consider 
marriage, while married ones will find lots of 
joy—perhaps from a newborn. 

http://www.joeyyap.com


Prices are in Singapore dollars, subject to 10% service charge and 7% goods and services tax.

wsingaporesentosacove @w_singapore@wsingapore

This Lunar New Year, let us bridge the 
distance and take you right back home 
with a feast curated from the heart.

12 - 22 February 2018
6PM– 10PM | SGD88++ per person*
*Includes a Yu Sheng for party of four and above

For Reservations
+65 6808 7268
thekitchentable.singapore@whotels.com

HOME IS WHERE
THE HEART IS

http://www.wsingaporesentosacove.com/cny2018
https://www.instagram.com/wsingapore
https://www.facebook.com/wsingaporesentosacove/
https://twitter.com/w_singapore



